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• Motivation: Precipitation Metrics Workshop (2019)

• Progress on Benchmarking Simulated Precipitation

• Possible connections with WGNE and WGCM 
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Baseline and exploratory metrics

• A limited set of routine or baseline metrics are being 
advanced for repeat use benchmarking via development 
of a quasi-operational capability
Pendergrass et al., BAMS, 2020 https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-19-0318.1

• Exploratory metrics are being investigated for a variety 
of characteristics lacking well-established performance 
tests (e.g., ARs, TCs)
Leung, R. et al., J. Clim., 2022 https://doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-21-

0590.1
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Several presentations at both WGNE and WGCM sessions in 
recent years have advocated for a more structured approach 
to gauging the consistency between observed and simulated 
precipitation in CMIP class models.

https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-19-0318.1
https://doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-21-0590.1


Implementation Progress
Precipitation baseline benchmarking

3
Baseline metrics resulting from precipitation benchmarking workshop (Fig 4). 

completed



Example: Benchmarking Precipitation Variability Across Time Scales
Ahn, M. et al., J. Clim, 2022 DOI: 10.1175/JCLI-D-21-0542.1

Applies two independent methods to estimate forced and unforced 
precip variability at selected scales with demonstrated robustness

Time scales: subdaily, synoptic, subseasonal, seasonal, and 
interannual

Domains: global, tropics, extratropics, land, or ocean  

Metric:  Ratio of simulated to observed variability (VARmod/VARobs)

Multiple satellite based estimates used:  IMERG, CMORPH and 
TRMM 

Evidence of systematic muted variability at shorter time scales
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Example: Framework for Benchmarking Simulated 
Precipitation Distribution in Regional Scales
Ahn, M. et al. 2022, GMD (under review)

IPCC AR6 regions with modified ocean regions

P10 amount P90 amount

IPCC AR6 regions

Iturbide et al. (2020)

Clustering regions

Applied metrics: 
Amount peak, Amount P10, Amount P90, Frequency peak, Frequency P10, Frequency P90, 
Unevenness, FracPRdays, SDII, and Perkins score



Supporting the benchmarking of simulated precipitation 

● Python (xarray-based) analysis software available with interactive demos (Jupyter
notebooks) (https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics) 

● Linkage to a variety of observational datasets (obs4MIPs compliance)

● Traceable and Reproducible Science: documents versions of all analysis tools, 
codes and data to facilitate benchmarking

● Results (statistics, archived in JSON files) for simulations contributed to all 
generations of CMIP and AMIP being made available via Github repo 
https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics_results_archive
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https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics
https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics_results_archive


Example use of the archived precipitation benchmarking results
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Interested parties can apply the benchmarking 
software to their own simulations, and/or exploit 
the archived results of other CMIP and AMIP 
simulations.

PCMDI is using the archived results to provide 
interactive summary graphics with access to the 
underlying diagnostics from which the metrics 
were calculated. 

Version Controlled Archived Results available on GitHub
https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics_results_archive

https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics_results_archive


PCMDI “Dive-down” example
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https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/research/metrics/precip/

Plus, individual ARM sites

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/research/metrics/precip/
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PCMDI “Dive-down” example

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/research/metrics/precip/

https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/research/metrics/precip/


Current status and potential uses

● A complete version expected early in 2023, but interested parties can use now via the 
PCMDI Metrics Package (PMP, https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics) or CMEC 
(https://cmec.llnl.gov/) driver. 

● Can assist modelers in gauging improvements in simulated precipitation 

● Results for AMIP and CMIP (historical) simulations will continue to be made available with 
performance changes documented across model versions

● Will be used to reproducibly document model improvements over time

● With a framework for v1.0, contributions and collaborations are welcome for the future!
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https://github.com/PCMDI/pcmdi_metrics
https://cmec.llnl.gov/


Coordinated Model Evaluation Capabilities

● CMEC is an effort to bring together a diverse set of analysis 
packages that have been developed to evaluate Earth 
System Models (ESMs) under a single, robust set of 
standards.

● CMEC allows contributors to more easily distribute their 
evaluation tools to the broader community, and for users to 
more easily run a suite of evaluation tools from a single 
command line (coordinated execution).

● Focused on community-oriented development.

● More information here: https://cmec.llnl.gov
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CMEC
Some CMEC Compatible Packages
PCMDI Metrics Package (PMP)
ILAMB / IOMB
SPI Drought Metrics
Coastal Storms Metrics
Scales of Precipitation (ASoP)
Water Mass Balance (xWMT)
Model Diagnostic Task Force (MDTF) 

Process-Oriented Diagnostics

https://cmec.llnl.gov/

